
London Victoria
by Ellis Dee

See it, say it, sorted,
Get that man deported,
Put the kettle on the boil,
Blood and sweat, steel and soil.
Living wages? Distant dreams,

Loud music to drown out their screams,
Hoodies up and headphones in,
Stylish yuppies drinking gin and laughing,
See the bobby in his beat,
Hum a tune and tap his feet and smile at white people,
Ten thousand people every day
Pass through this building on their way to fuck knows where,
Empty workers filled with haste,
Macdonald’s, Smith’s and Paperchase,
A man sits under a sleeping bag,
His teeth are black, he draws a fag,
His hands are shaking, eyeballs too,
Does he look out of place to you?
The only thing that you can do is
See it, say it, sorted,
Get that man deported,
How am I supposed to feel?
Blood and sweat, soil and steal.
The City of London is a place of worship,
Gods of metal, time and hardship,
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The suits are singing in their choirs,
The skyscrapers became their spires,
Before our days on earth are done,
See capital block out the sun,
Adverts pass you on both sides,
CCTV, no place to hide,
The omnipresent sky eye never blinks,
The wanting ego never thinks,
And deeper into maya sinks,
The smell of aftershave it stinks of animal testing.
Too pushed for time to chew much slower,
Too loud to keep their voices lower,
A dark, unholy trinity,
The only Gods that I can see
operating through this station;
The church, the banksters and the nation,
And over in that central region,
Dead flowers of the British legion,
A man in military uniform sits,
He mourns the dead but supports more war,
We know what they think of the poor,
We love to love those royal hypocrites,
A group of men in suits stand proudly,
And talk about themselves so loudly,
Are they getting a bit rowdy, or are they on a stag?
IS THAT AN UNATTENDED BAG?

See it, say it, sorted,
Get that whole family deported,
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Or is my vision distorted,
A terrorist plot aborted?
I’d be willing to bet a pound,
It’s luggage for the lost and found,
We build walls for the coming flood,
Sweat and soil, steel and blood.

The rent’s a struggle,
But what’s the harm?
A smartphone sits in every palm,
Eggs and bacon from some “farm”
Sweat inside this plastic box,
The best of British kills the fox,
A man in worn-out socks sits crying,
You can make it if you’re trying,
He must be lazy – spirit dying,
And I can see just by his skin,
This chosen land is not for him,
Keep eyes forward, lift your chin,
And strut your stuff past the pearly gates,
The owners of the grand estates assured a place in heaven.
Black friday hysteria whilst bombs still fall on Syria,
Before a half-past-seven,
Outside, smokers, toward death puffing,
Pigs in blankets, turkey, stuffing,
A coffee and a “fresh” Mcmuffin to really start your day,
A line of coke, the Daily Mail,
Coca-Cola, Southern Rail to send us on our way,
Knuckle dusters and a shank to save you from the fray,
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Seeds of hatred we are sowing,
No-one asks where we are going,
Straight to Nuremberg,
Babel’s towers fill the sky,
And from each one our proud flag flies,
Fascism, creeping in disguise,
Infesting Tory Britain,
See it, say it, sorted,
Get that man deported,
Keep consuming, never fret,
Blood and soil, steel and sweat.
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